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Abstract

Earth-crossing asteroids and comets pose a long-term hazard to life and property on Earth. Schemes to mitigate
the impact threat have been studied extensively but tend to focus on asteroid diversion while neglecting the
possibility of a comet threat. Such schemes often demand physically intercepting the target by spacecraft, a
task feasible only for targets identi�ed decades in advance in a restricted range of orbits. A threatening comet is
unlikely to satisfy these criteria and so necessitates a fundamentally di�erent approach for diversion. Comets are
naturally perturbed from purely gravitational trajectories through solar heating of their surfaces which activates
sublimation-driven jets. Arti�cial heating of a comet, such as by a high-powered laser array in Earth orbit, may
supplement natural heating by the Sun to purposefully manipulate its path to avoid an impact. The e�ectiveness
of any particular laser array for a given comet depends on the comet's heating response which varies dramatically
depending on factors including nucleus size, orbit and dynamical history. These factors are incorporated into a
numerical orbital model using established models of nongravitational perturbations to evaluate the e�ectiveness
and feasibility of using high-powered laser arrays in Earth orbit or on the ground to de�ect a variety of comets.
Simulation results suggest that orbital arrays of 500 m and 10 GW operating for 10 min/d over 1 yr may be
adequate for mitigating impacts by comets up to ∼ 500 m in diameter. A 100 m di�raction-limited ground-based
array at 10 GW may be similarly e�ective when appropriately located.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Near-Earth Objects (NEOs), including both asteroids and comets, pose a long-term hazard to human interests
on Earth. Many schemes to mitigate the impact threat have been developed but generally focus on the asteroid
threat with minimal attention toward cometary impactors. Such schemes include, but are not limited to

• kinetic impactors, by which momentum is transferred to the asteroid via the hypervelocity impact of an
expendable spacecraft, optionally enhanced by an explosive charge1,2

• direct application of thrust, via thrusters placed directly onto the surface of the asteroid3 or on a large
�gravity tractor� spacecraft positioned nearby4

• surface albedo alteration, such as by paint5 or mirrors6 to slowly shift the asteroid's orbit via radiation
pressure

These strategies share the fundamental requirement that a spacecraft must physically intercept the target. This
requirement is acceptable when the target follows a typical low-eccentricity, low-inclination orbit and is identi�ed
decades in advance of a potential impact. While such a condition holds for many near-Earth asteroids (NEAs)
and even some Jupiter-family comets (JFCs), others, like Halley-type comets (HTCs) and long-period comets
(LPCs) follow high-eccentricity, high-inclination orbits and are often discovered within 2 yr of their perihelia,
and thus, their encounters with Earth.7 Such a short timescale limits the availability of maneuvers like gravity
assists, necessitating an impractically large delta-v for any interception mission.

Orbital diversion through laser ablation avoids the fundamental interception restriction.8 In this strategy, a
laser array concentrates energy onto the surface of the target, vaporizing it. The resulting ejecta plume exerts
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thrust on the object, shifting it from its original collisional trajectory. The e�ectiveness of asteroid de�ection has
been analyzed for several mission con�gurations.9 One option suitable for de�ecting NEAs is, in fact, to have the
laser intercept and travel alongside the asteroid. Physical proximity of the laser, however, is not a fundamental
necessity for the directed energy approach. The long-range nature of light implies that a laser array may also be
built to operate from Earth orbit or even from the ground, de�ecting the target remotely. Such a system would
permit an immediate response to any con�rmed threat, including HTCs and LPCs.

2. SIMULATIONS

Simulations model the Sun, the Moon and the eight known major planets as Newtonian gravitational point
sources in the frame of the solar system barycenter with their positions given by JPL DE 421.10 The comet is
treated as a test particle under the in�uence of the gravitational sources and of the laser which is approximated
as coincident with the center of the Earth at position x⊕. Numerical integration is performed with the �s17odr8a�
composition of the Velocity Verlet method.11

2.1 Laser

Comet de�ection performed by heating of the target comet by a large array of phased laser elements. Two classes
of laser arrays are considered:

1. Orbital: the laser array is supported by a photovoltaic (PV) array operating in low-Earth orbit. Laser
output is restricted by both an operating power P , constrained by the number of laser elements and by
their heat dissipation mechanisms, and a time-averaged power 〈P 〉, constrained by the size and e�ciency
of the PV array. In the simulations, the laser operates at P when active supported both by the PV array
directly and by an attached battery system charged by the PV array when the laser is idle.

2. Ground: the laser array is installed directly on the Earth's surface. Laser output is restricted to P primarily
by the size of the array and the number of laser elements available. Electrical power and heat dissipation
capacity impose lesser constraints. Mean power 〈P 〉 = f(t)P varies over time t, where f(t) is the average
fraction of time each day the laser can target the comet. For the laser to be usable, the comet must
be within the laser's �eld of view of diameter Θfov centered on the zenith, a condition dependent on the
latitude of the laser φlas and on the declination of the comet δcom(t) as viewed from Earth. Furthermore,
f(t) ∝ κ, the fraction of acceptable the weather expected at the site of the laser. Although κ may vary on
a seasonal basis depending on local climate, these variations are neglected for the simulations in which κ
is considered constant. Careful treatment of κ is left to a more detailed study on laser site selection.

Both arrays are assumed to be capable of producing a di�raction-limited beam diverging at a half-angle θbeam ≈
λbeam/Llas for a beam of wavelength λbeam ≈ 1µm from a laser of characteristic size Llas. In the case of the
ground array, an adaptive optics system is necessary to attain such a narrow beam. Such challenges faced in
the construction of these arrays have been, and are continuing to be analyzed in detail separately and will not
be discussed in depth here.8 Unless otherwise noted, the simulations assume these purely engineering challenges
may be overcome.

2.2 Comet

The target comet is modeled as a non-rotating spherical comet with a semi-empirical nongravitational acceleration
model12 �tted to a numerically-computed sublimation curve of water ice snow on the comet's surface.13 Such a
comet at position x illuminated by the Sun at x�, with r ≡ ‖x−x�‖, experiences a nongravitational acceleration,
produced by jets powered by sublimating ices, of

ẍNG = A× 0.111262(r/r0)−2.15(1 + (r/r0)5.093)−4.6142(x− x�)/r (1)

where r0 = 2.808 au. The nongravitational parameter A (the acceleration at r = 1 au) varies by several
orders of magnitude between di�erent comets depending on dynamical age, structure and size.14 Assuming
thrust FNG = mcomẍNG is proportional to the area of the cross section of sunlight intercepted by the comet, the
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j☉: Solar Flux (W/m2)

r: Distance from Sun (au)

A = 0.01 × 10-8 au/d2

A = 0.10 × 10-8 au/d2

A = 1.00 × 10-8 au/d2

A = 10.0 × 10-8 au/d2

Figure 1. The nongravitational acceleration of a comet varies as a function of incident �ux, and thus distance to the Sun,
as given by Equation 1 and Equation 2. The nongravitational parameter A spans a possible range of several orders of
magnitude between di�erent comets depending on surface composition (related to age) and size of which a selection of
possible values are plotted.14 Two di�erent regimes are evident: Below a critical �ux j0 = 172.6 W/m2 (corresponding to
r0 = 2.808 au), acceleration falls o� rapidly as ẍNG ∝ j12.83. Above j0, the function becomes nearly linear, approaching
ẍNG ∝ j1.075.

nongravitational parameter is A ∝ R−1com =⇒ A ≡ A1 km (1 km/2Rcom) for comets of similar dynamical age and
origin of diameter 2Rcom.

The simulations assume that energy absorption by the comet is wavelength-neutral. Then, the comet must
necessarily respond to all incident radiation equivalently regardless of its origin, with the response depending
only on the �ux j on the comet. By this equivalence principle, any radiation source at x0 (with r

′ ≡ ‖x− x0‖)
uniformly illuminating the cross section of the comet�including a laser with a beam that has su�cient diverged
to a cross section larger than the comet�will produce an acceleration

ẍNG = A× 0.111262(j/j0)1.075(1 + (j/j0)−2.5465)−4.6142(x− x0)/r′ (2)

where j0 = 172.6 W/m2 is the solar �ux at r = r0, given a total solar irradiance of S0 = 1361 W/m2 at
r = 1 au.15 The magnitude of single-source nongravitational acceleration is plotted in Figure 1 in the context of
the Sun.

Equation 2, however, only gives the acceleration from a single radiation source and is valid, for example, when
the comet is only being illuminated by the Sun, or is only being illuminated by the laser. In comet de�ection
scenario, both sources must generally be considered. As Equation 2 is highly nonlinear, the acceleration from the
superposition of the two-sources is nontrivial and necessitates additional assumptions on the actual distribution
of thrust on the comet's surface.

Consider two radiation sources 1 and 2, representing the Sun and the laser, illuminating the comet separated
by angle θ as illustrated in Figure 2. The illuminated fraction of the comet is divided into three regions:

1. region A: illuminated by source 1 alone

2. region B: illuminated by source 2 alone

3. region C: illuminated by both

Due to the curvature of the comet's surface, the surface itself is not uniformly-illuminated in any of the three
regions despite the cross section being uniformly-illuminated. Precise determination of the acceleration con-
tributed by each region requires a detailed thermal model for the surface response to incident radiation. Results
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Figure 2. A comet being de�ected is, in general, illuminated from two di�erent directions by two di�erent radiation sources
(the Sun and the laser). In this diagram, source 1 illuminates the lower left (red stripes) of the comet (circle) and source
2 illuminates the lower right (green stripes), with the sources separated by an angle θ. The illuminated fraction of the
comet is divided into three regions: region A illuminated by source 1 alone, region B illuminated by source 2 alone, and
region C illuminated by both. Arrows directed into the comet indicate the assumed direction of acceleration contributed
by each region�the mean inward normal direction of the region�used in the simulations.

from such a model only be accurate for a perfectly spherical comet and remains a rough approximation for the
acceleration of a realistic comet. Comparable accuracy to a realistic comet may therefore be attained by simply
considering the acceleration contributed to by each region to be the mean inward normal direction of the region
as indicating in Figure 2.

Choose x̂1 to be the propagation direction of radiation from source 1 and ŷ1 a perpendicular direction in
the plane of both sources and the comet as indicated in Figure 2. When source 2 is inactive (ie. no laser), the
two-source model�the sum of the accelerations contributed by region A and region C�must be consistent the
single source model. Let ẍA be the acceleration contributed by region A and ẍC be the acceleration by region
C. The sum ẍ1 ≡ ẍA + ẍC must match the expression for ẍNG given in Equation 2. Matching the components
in x̂1 and ŷ1 gives {

ẍ1 = ẍA sin(θ/2) + ẍC cos(θ/2)

0 = ẍA cos(θ/2)− ẍC sin(θ/2)
(3)

so ẍA = ẍ1 sin(θ/2) and ẍC = ẍ1 cos(θ/2) are the magnitudes of the acceleration contributions of the two
regions.

When source 2 is activated, region A experiences no change, so ẍA remains una�ected. By symmetry, region
B contributes an acceleration of ẍB = ẍ2 sin(θ/2), where ẍ2 is the acceleration given by Equation 2 for source 2
alone. Finally, the acceleration contributed by region C becomes roughly ẍC = ẍ1+2 cos(θ/2) where ẍ1+2 is the
acceleration by Equation 2 for a single source with the combined �ux of both source 1 and source 2. The net
nongravitational acceleration on the comet is then the vector sum

ẍNG = ẍA + ẍB + ẍC (4)

This two-source model degenerates into special cases of the one-source model as expected in both the θ → 0
limit (ie. comet at distance r � 1 au, the separation of the Sun and the Earth/laser), where ẍNG → ẍ1+2, and
in the θ → π limit (ie. comet directly between Sun and laser) where ẍNG → ẍ1 + ẍ2, a simple superposition of
the one-source accelerations.
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In the simulations, source 1 is the Sun with an incident �ux j1 = S0 × (1 au/r)2. Source 2 is the laser, at
distance ∆ ≡ ‖x−x⊕‖ from the comet, produces a spot of radius Rspot = θbeam∆ with �ux j2 = Ppeak/

(
πR2

spot

)
when active.

The two-source model above is only valid when Rspot > Rcom, a condition needed for the cross section of the
comet to be uniformly illuminated. In the limit j2 � j1 and Rspot � Rcom (but with Rspot still su�ciently large
to neglect thermal di�usion, a condition assumed to always hold), the laser-contributed acceleration decouples
from the solar acceleration ẍ� in Equation 1 to give

ẍspot�com = ẍ� + (Rspot/Rcom)
2
ẍ2 (5)

where ẍ2 is the one-source acceleration by a laser of the same �ux j2 illuminating the entire comet cross
section.

For intermediate Rspot < Rcom but Rspot 6� Rcom, linear interpolation (in area) between the Rspot → 0 limit

and the case Rspot → Rcom with j2 → j′2 = j2 (Rspot/Rcom)
2
is used. Total nongravitational acceleration by the

Sun and laser is therefore

ẍ�+las =

{(
1− (Rspot/Rcom)

2
)
ẍspot�com + (Rspot/Rcom)

2
ẍNG(j1, j

′
2) if Rspot < Rcom

ẍNG(j1, j2) if Rspot ≥ Rcom

(6)

When 〈P 〉 < P , the laser is idle for a fraction of time and ẍNG becomes an appropriate linear combination
of ẍ� only from Equation 1 with the Sun alone, and ẍ�+las from Equation 6 with the Sun and laser together:

ẍNG = (1− 〈P 〉/P ) ẍ� only + (〈P 〉/P ) ẍ�+las (7)

Finally, it may not advantageous to keep the laser active, even when line of sight and power restrictions
permit as perturbations to the orbit from laser heating at one part of the orbit may cancel perturbations from
laser heating at a di�erent part of the orbit.9 Perturbation cancellation may be minimized by tracking the sign
of ξ ≡ (xcom − x⊕) · ẋcom and permitting the laser to activate either only when ξ > 0 (laser is �behind�) or only
when ξ < 0 (laser is �ahead�). The simulations focus primarily on de�ecting HTCs and LPCs which generally
have long orbital periods & 50 yr with de�ection occurring only over the �nal fraction of an orbit before its Earth
encounter. Thus, ξ < 0 nearly always holds, so the laser �ahead� condition is chosen.

2.3 Numerical Setup

The original orbit of the comet is speci�ed by its perihelion distance q, inclination i, eccentricity e, time of impact
T , whether impact occurs at the ascending or descending node, and whether impact occurs when the comet is
inbound or outbound.

Then, initial conditions for the comet are found by the following procedure:

1. Choose x0(T ) = x⊕(T ) as the �nal position of the comet in its natural orbit.

2. Compute ẋ0(T ) such that the heliocentric Keplerian orbit �t through x0(T ), ẋ0(T ) matches the speci�ed
orbital parameters.

3. Using the Keplerian orbit of the comet, �nd the smallest δt > 0 such that ‖x0(T −δt)−x⊕(T −δt)‖ = R⊕,
the radius of the Earth.

4. Increase ẋ0(T − δt)→ ẋ0(T − δt) +
√

2GM⊕/R⊕ to account for Earth's gravitational well.

5. Numerically integrate time-reversed system in the solar system potential with ẍNG from Equation 1 to �nd
x(t0), ẋ(t0), the state vector at time t = t0 when the laser is to be �rst activated.

Using x(t0), ẋ(t0) as initial conditions, numerical integration proceeds the same solar system potential with ẍNG

from Equation 7. The system is integrated either to t = T (yielding x(T ), ẋ(T )) or until ∆(t) ≡ ‖x(t)−x⊕(t)‖ <
R⊕ where the comet impacts the Earth.
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3. RESULTS

For each comet de�ection scenario, a de�ection distance ∆def quanti�es the e�ectiveness of the de�ection. For
comets with a local minimum ∆min = ∆(tmin) > R⊕ (no impact), use ∆def = ∆min. Otherwise, de�ne true time
of impact timp by ∆(timp) = R⊕ and ∆̇(timp) < 0. De�ection distance ∆def is then de�ned as the corresponding
∆min for the trajectory x1(t) with x1(timp) = x(timp) and ẋ1(t) = ẋ(timp), the linear continuation of the comet's
trajectory through the Earth.

In October 2014, a dynamically new comet, C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring), passed Mars at a distance ∼ 0.001 au
just 22 months after its discovery.16 An Earth-bound comet might follow a similar timeline with impact con-
�rmation and laser activation at 1 yr prior to the Earth encounter. For the simulations, consider a similar
2Rcom = 500 m diameter comet with A = 2 × 10−8 au/d2 (A1 km = 1 × 10−8 au/d2) in a comparable orbit of
q = 0.9 au, e = 1, i = 130◦ leading to an Earth impact at T = J2000.0 at its ascending node while the comet is
inbound. These parameters for this canonical comet are used for all simulations except when otherwise noted.

3.1 Orbital Laser

A laser array in Earth orbit is restricted in 〈P 〉 by the size and e�ciency of its PV array. Consider a square PV
array with edge length Llas, equal in size to the laser array. For a total solar-to-laser power e�ciency ε = 20%,
such a system produces 〈P 〉 = εS0L

2
las. With ε constrained by technology and thermodynamics, 〈P 〉 can only

be improved by scaling up the array. Use of a supplementary battery system, however, allows P � 〈P 〉.
Figure 3 illustrates the e�ectiveness of arrays with a range of Llas, 〈P 〉 and P for de�ecting the canonical

comet. Increasing array size Llas and e�ciency ε both yield a substantial improvement in de�ection distance
∆def. Furthermore, even an increase in P alone leads to a signi�cant increase in ∆def, particularly at low P
where the marginal increase in ∆def for P is comparable to the marginal increase for 〈P 〉. This phenomenon is
explained by the nonlinear behavior of Equation 1 illustrated in Figure 1. In the regime j � j0, corresponding
to when the comet is at a large distance ∆ from the laser, ẍNG ∝ j12.83 where small increases in P are ampli�ed
into much larger increases in ẍNG and thus ∆def by the large power of j. However, for su�ciently high P , the
comet will be in the near-linear j � j0 regime for the entirety of the de�ection, and further increases in P will
have little e�ect on ∆def.
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Figure 3. Orbital laser de�ection of the canonical comet beginning 1 yr before its Earth encounter. Increasing P , even
while leaving 〈P 〉 unchanged (left), yields a substantial improvement in de�ection at low P due to the comet being in
the highly nonlinear j � j0 regime in Figure 1. There is little further improvement once P is su�ciently high for the
near-linear j � j0 regime to dominate throughout the de�ection period. With P = 40〈P 〉 = 2.7 GW (at ε = 20%), the
comet is de�ected by ∆def = 4 R⊕, compared to a negligible de�ection under the same 〈P 〉 but with P = 〈P 〉 (right).
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Figure 4. Starting de�ection earlier is only of measurable bene�t when using a su�ciently powerful laser producing su�cient
�ux on the comet to give non-negligible acceleration at the beginning of the de�ection period. With a Llas = 250 m laser
at ε = 20% e�ciency, the laser must operate at P & 10 GW to justify starting earlier than T − 1 yr and P & 30 GW for
starting earlier than T − 4 yr. At P = 1000〈P 〉 = 17 GW, the canonical comet is de�ected ∆def = 6 R⊕ when de�ection
begins at T − 3 yr or earlier.

To de�ect the canonical comet by a safe ∆def = 4 R⊕, a Llas = 500 m laser must operate at P = 2.7 GW
(P = 40〈P 〉), or a Llas = 400 m laser at P = 32 GW (P = 730〈P 〉). In contrast, neither array produces any
measurable de�ection if operating at a continuous P = 〈P 〉.

It is conceivable that comet detection capability advances su�ciently by the time a threatening comet is
identi�ed that de�ection may begin as early as t0 = T − 5 yr for larger comets which may permit the use of a
smaller laser array. However, at such an early time, the comet is a large distance r,∆ ∼ 15 au from both the
Sun and the laser. Without a su�ciently high operating power, the �ux on the comet will fall deep within the
j � j0 regime and little de�ection will occur until the comet approaches to a much closer distance.

Figure 4 compares the e�ectiveness of several de�ection start times for a smaller Llas = 250 m laser with
ε = 20% e�ciency. Below P = 10 GW, little bene�t is gained in beginning de�ection earlier than T − 1 yr.
Operating at P = 1000〈P 〉 = 17 GW, the canonical comet is de�ected ∆def = 6 R⊕ when de�ection begins at
T − 3 yr or earlier.

Note that a laser at P/〈P 〉 = 1000 would operate for an average of only 86.4 s each day during which the
energy collected over an entire day is drained. Achieving such high P/〈P 〉 while maintaining εmay not necessarily
be less of an engineering challenge than constructing a larger and equally e�ective array at lower P/〈P 〉. Analysis
of optimal P/〈P 〉 is left to a more thorough investigation of orbital laser array construction. The remainder of
this section considers arrays operating at a lower P/〈P 〉 = 100.

Larger arrays are necessary to divert comets of 2Rcom & 1 km. Figure 5 shows that ∆def ∝ R−3com for a �xed
A1 km. Given 5 yr, a Llas = 500 m laser is su�cient to de�ect a 2Rcom = 1 km comet by ∆def = 3 R⊕. A larger
Llas = 2 km laser can de�ect the same comet by ∆def = 520 R⊕ or a 2Rcom = 5 km by ∆def = 3 R⊕. Large
comets of 2Rcom & 10 km require arrays of Llas & 4 km to de�ect. Impacts by such comets, however, are thought
to be extremely rare, even on geologic timescales, averaging just one impact every 0.1 Gyr.17

De�ection e�ectiveness drops rapidly with decreasing array size. At P/〈P 〉 = 1000, Llas = 250 m appears to
be the smallest useful array for comet de�ection and is capable of de�ecting a small 2Rcom = 50 m comet by
∆def = 10 R⊕. For even smaller comets, the damage potential is unlikely to be su�cient to justify the expense of
de�ection. Note that because the simulations assume A and Rcom remain static throughout the de�ection, results
for small comets, which are more strongly altered by the de�ection process, should be treated with caution.

Finally, because the solar system is not isotropic or even approximately isotropic about the Earth gravita-
tionally, the de�ection e�ectiveness of a given laser system varies depending on the exact orbit of the comet.
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Figure 6. De�ection e�ectiveness varies up to a factor of 2 depending on the actual orbit of the comet. De�ection is
most e�ective for orbits that place the comet near the laser for long durations over the de�ection period. For de�ection
with a Llas = 500 m, P = 100〈P 〉 laser over 1 yr, high-inclination prograde orbits are most favorable and low-inclination
retrograde orbits are least favorable (left). Furthermore, an impact while the comet is inbound is more di�cult to mitigate
than if the impact were while the comet is outbound (right). The latter phenomenon is explained by the comet's �nal
approach to Earth: a comet approaching from within the Earth's orbit (outbound) approaches more rapidly and spends
less time near the Earth than an otherwise identical comet approaching from beyond Earth's orbit (inbound). In all cases,
the variation in e�ectiveness from orbital di�erences is, at most, comparable to the variation in A1 km between comets.14

Generally, de�ection is most e�ective for orbits that place the comet near the laser for long durations over the
de�ection period since ẍNG is an increasing function of j ∝ ∆−2.

Figure 6 shows the variations in e�ectiveness for a Llas = 500 m, P = 100〈P 〉 laser de�ecting an otherwise
canonical comet beginning at T −1 yr over a range of plausible orbital parameters. For this case, high-inclination
prograde orbits are most favorable and low-inclination retrograde orbits are least favorable. Furthermore, an
impact while the comet is inbound is more di�cult to mitigate than if the impact were while the comet is
outbound. The latter phenomenon is explained by the comet's �nal approach to Earth: a comet approaching
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from within the Earth's orbit (outbound) approaches more rapidly and spends less time near the Earth than
an otherwise identical comet approaching from beyond Earth's orbit (inbound). In all cases, the variation
in e�ectiveness from orbital di�erences is within a factor 2�comparable to the variation in A1 km between
dynamically similar comets.14

Lasers with larger Llas starting at earlier t0 experience increasingly less variation between comets of di�erent
orbits as de�ection occurs over a spatial scale much larger than Earth's orbit with j > j0 over a much longer
distance. At such scale, the gravitational potential of the solar system is nearly isotropic about the laser (which,
at large scale, is located near the center of the solar system) and de�ection approaches the orbit-neutral limit.
Conversely, small lasers are a�ected more strongly by the orbit of the comet, an e�ect than becomes important
for ground-based lasers which may be useful for de�ection at much smaller scales.

3.2 Ground Laser

Unlike for orbital arrays, 〈P 〉 is not restricted by Llas for ground-based arrays where electric power is supplied
externally. For a given P , 〈P 〉 is only restricted by the requirement that the comet be within the laser's �eld of
view Θfov and that weather conditions permit operation. Achieving the necessary di�raction-limited beam poses
a serious challenge for very large Llas =⇒ tiny θbeam. These constraints favor compact but high-powered arrays.

Ground-based lasers are directionally-biased by nature of their �xed �eld of view relative to Earth. A laser at
latitude φlas with �eld of view Θfov may only target comets in declinations φlas−Θfov/2 < δcom < φlas + Θfov/2.
A laser at a far northern latitude is completely ine�ective against a comet approaching from near the south
celestial pole as such a comet never rises su�ciently high in the sky to enter the laser's �eld of view.

Figure 7 compares the e�ectiveness of de�ection of a set of modi�ed canonical comets of various i by a
Llas = 100 m, P = 10 GW array at κ = 50% for Θfov = 90◦ and Θfov = 60◦. The laser with the larger 90◦ �eld of
view targets the comet longer than a laser with the smaller 60◦ �eld of view and thus produces a larger de�ection
∆def and is e�ective over a wider range of latitudes φlas. Prograde orbits (i < 90◦) are strongly favored over
retrograde (i > 90◦) due to prograde orbiting comets having slower relative velocity in the �nal approach. These
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Figure 7. Under identical weather conditions (κ = 50%), a ground-based laser is most e�ective when placed at a latitude
φlas similar to the declination of the target comet δcom. A laser with a 90◦ �eld of view (left) is able to target the comet
longer than a laser with a 60◦ �eld of view (right) and thus produces a larger de�ection ∆def and is e�ective over a
wider range of latitudes. In addition, at Llas = 100 m, prograde orbits (i < 90◦) are strongly favored over retrograde
(i > 90◦) due to the prograde orbits' slower relative velocity. The simulations consider an Earth encounter at the comet's
ascending node where the comet approaches from below the ecliptic, favoring de�ection from the southern hemisphere for
these cases. A descending node encounter would yield similar results, but mirrored to favor de�ection from the northern
hemisphere.
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Figure 8. For a �xed P = 1 GW, de�ection e�ectiveness rises rapidly with array size. A Llas = 500 m array at P = 1 GW
is of comparable e�ectiveness in de�ecting a 2Rcom = 500 m comet as a smaller Llas = 100 m operating at a much higher
P = 10 GW. Expanding the array to Llas = 1 km further increases de�ection by 2 − 6× to a very safe ∆def = 10 R⊕ to
30 R⊕ depending on orbit.

variations for the Llas = 100 m ground laser are far more signi�cant than those of the Llas = 500 m orbital laser
due to the spatial scale di�erences discussed in the previous section.

Lower P may be balanced by larger Llas. Figure 8 compares the de�ection e�ectiveness by P = 1 GW
arrays over a range of Llas. A Llas = 500 m array at P = 1 GW is of comparable e�ectiveness in de�ecting a
2Rcom = 500 m comet as a smaller Llas = 100 m operating at a much higher P = 10 GW. A larger Llas = 1 km
further increases the de�ection by 2− 5× to a very safe ∆def = 10 R⊕ to 30 R⊕ depending on the comet's orbit.

Extremely large and powerful ground-based laser arrays of Llas = 1 km and P = 100 GW have been proposed
to enable near-relativistic space�ight by radiation pressure on thin, re�ective sails.18 Such laser arrays, however,
may only operate for a short fraction τ � 1 of each day. Figure 9 compares de�ection of comets of various sizes
for τ = 100 s/d to 500 s/d. An array at τ = 100 s/d, installed at an appropriate site, can safely de�ect a comet
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Figure 9. A large Llas = 1 km operating at P = 100 GW for τ = 100 s/d over 1 yr is capable of de�ecting a 2Rcom = 500 m
by a comfortable ∆def ∼ 10 R⊕. Due to the short duration of laser activity, ∆def is una�ected by laser location provided
the comet enters the laser's �eld of view daily and remains for a duration ≥ τ .
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as large as 2Rcom = 500 m by a comfortable ∆def ∼ 10 R⊕ over 1 yr. With τ = 500 s/d, the same laser can
de�ect a 2Rcom = 1 km by nearly the same distance. A set of such lasers spanning both hemispheres will provide
adequate defense against any realistic threat by an active comet for millennia to come.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Comets pose unique challenges left unanswered by most asteroid impact mitigation techniques. Their often
near-parabolic orbits hinder discovery until, at best, a few years before impact. The expected uncertainties in
trajectory for a newly-discovered object, particularly in A, introduce further delays to a response. The rapid
timeline from discovery to impact coupled with often extreme delta-v requirements renders interception missions
either unreliable or otherwise impractical with presently-known propulsion technologies.

This lack of attention stems in part from the rarity of comets relative to near-Earth asteroids. Comets of all
groups are estimated to be responsible for less than 1% of all impact events in Earth's recent geological record
though they may comprise the majority of large impactors of diameter 2Rcom & 1 km.19 No comets of any
size are con�rmed to have impacted the Earth in the historical past nor is one expected to impact anytime in
the foreseeable future. Hence, the threat of comets is of lower urgency than that of smaller but more common
asteroids from which impacts have been observed in recent history.

Even so, given their unpredictable timing and the planet-scale disaster that likely follows impact, comet
de�ection remains an important consideration in planetary defense strategy. Further attention should be placed
on the possibility and e�ects of comet disintegration in de�ection�an important possibility neglected here�as
well as other unintended consequences including dust generation which may prove fatal to insu�ciently shielded
satellites in Earth orbit.20 Attention must naturally also be directed towards the engineering challenges of large
scale laser arrays. Unless a strategy is prepared and a system is developed and primed before discovery, impact
mitigation will be improbable. However, given adequate preparation, these preliminary simulations suggest that
use of large, high-powered laser arrays of Llas ∼ 0.1 − 1 km�either in Earth orbit or, with advancements in
adaptive optics technology, on the ground�may prove to be a viable strategy to mitigate comet impacts.
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